HEAD DETAIL - JAMB SIMILAR

SILL DETAIL

INSULATION AS PROVIDED WITH THERMOMASS

GFRP WYTHE TIE AS PROVIDED WITH SYSTEM NC (STRUCTURALLY NON-COMPOSITE)

REINFORCING PER STRUCTURAL ENGINEER

WELDED WIRE FABRIC

CAULK AS NEEDED

ISOLATION LAYER

DEEP WINDOW FRAME (SEE MANUFACTURER)

FLAShING

INSULATION AS PROVIDED WITH THERMOMASS

WELDED WIRE FABRIC

GFRP WYTHE TIE AS PROVIDED WITH SYSTEM NC (STRUCTURALLY NON-COMPOSITE)

REINFORCING PER STRUCTURAL ENGINEER

CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS BASED ON DETAILS PROVIDED BY THERMOMASS WILL VARY ACCORDING TO PROJECT DEMANDS. REFER TO THE PROJECT ARCHITECT OR ENGINEER FOR SPECIFIC DETAILS.